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It is the first major bank to acknowledge the risk of exposure to sub-prime mortgage markets. But now that
demand for securitised mortgages has fallen, Northern Rock faces a liquidity crisis and it needs a loan from
the British government. This sparks fears that the bank will shortly go bankrupt â€” prompting customers to
queue round the block to withdraw their savings. It is the first run on a British bank for years A member of the
court of the Bank of England, who asked not to be named "At about 6. There were two problems with this.
Firstly, Robert Peston had already broken the story about Northern Rock. Half of us were outside one, and the
rest of us were outside the other" Abandoned house in Antioch, California. Then in my husband lost his job. It
became hard to keep up with the mortgage payments. We were a couple of payments off. It will be nearly four
years before it returns to the private sector 14 March The investment bank Bear Stearns is bought out by JP
Morgan. But with Tarp, he took a decision. And that has to be right. Markets cope very well with good news.
They cope even better with bad news. The deal is thrashed out over the weekend, and well into the small hours
of Monday morning Paul Myners, City minister "RBS, HBOS and Lloyds were experiencing a professional
bank run, where the markets were no longer willing to fund the UK banks. We will never appreciate how close
we came to a collapse of the banking system 7 November Figures show that , Americans lost their jobs in the
last month 12 November After criticism from high-profile economists, Hank Paulson announces drastic
changes to Tarp. He cancels the acquisition of toxic assets, and decides instead to give banks cash injections
Charles Ferguson, director, Inside Job, an Oscar-winning documentary about the banking crisis "It was totally
clear nobody knew what they were doing. Hank Paulson would change his plans and his public statements on
approximately a daily basis. It also became clear that they were not going to punish people or change the
nature of the system.
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There were great increases in productivity , industrial production and real per capita product throughout the
period from to that included the Long Depression and two other recessions. Both the Long and Great
Depressions were characterized by overcapacity and market saturation. Productivity improving technologies
historical. A table of innovations and long cycles can be seen at: There were frequent crises in Europe and
America in the 19th and first half of the 20th century, specifically the period â€” This period started from the
end of the Napoleonic wars in , which was immediately followed by the Post-Napoleonic depression in the
United Kingdom â€”30 , and culminated in the Great Depression of â€”39, which led into World War II. The
first of these crises not associated with a war was the Panic of The first declaration was in the late s, when the
Phillips curve was seen as being able to steer the economy. However, this was followed by stagflation in the s,
which discredited the theory. The second declaration was in the early s, following the stability and growth in
the s and s in what came to be known as The Great Moderation. Notably, in , Robert Lucas , in his presidential
address to the American Economic Association , declared that the "central problem of depression-prevention
[has] been solved, for all practical purposes. Various regions have experienced prolonged depressions , most
dramatically the economic crisis in former Eastern Bloc countries following the end of the Soviet Union in
For several of these countries the period â€” has been an ongoing depression, with real income still lower than
in Economic activity in the US, â€” Deviations from the long-term US growth trend, â€” In , economists
Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C. Mitchell provided the now standard definition of business cycles in their book
Measuring Business Cycles: The critical feature that distinguishes them from the commercial convulsions of
earlier centuries or from the seasonal and other short term variations of our own age is that the fluctuations are
widely diffused over the economy â€” its industry, its commercial dealings, and its tangles of finance. The
economy of the western world is a system of closely interrelated parts. He who would understand business
cycles must master the workings of an economic system organized largely in a network of free enterprises
searching for profit. The problem of how business cycles come about is therefore inseparable from the
problem of how a capitalist economy functions. An expansion is the period from a trough to a peak, and a
recession as the period from a peak to a trough. The NBER identifies a recession as "a significant decline in
economic activity spread across the economy, lasting more than a few months, normally visible in real GDP,
real income, employment, industrial production". For example, Milton Friedman said that calling the business
cycle a "cycle" is a misnomer , because of its non-cyclical nature. Friedman believed that for the most part,
excluding very large supply shocks, business declines are more of a monetary phenomenon. The main
framework for explaining such fluctuations is Keynesian economics. In the Keynesian view, business cycles
reflect the possibility that the economy may reach short-run equilibrium at levels below or above full
employment. If the economy is operating with less than full employment, i. Beside the Keynesian explanation
there are a number of alternative theories of business cycles, largely associated with particular schools or
theorists in heterodox economics. A common alternative within mainstream economics is real business cycle
theory. Nowadays other notable theories are credit-based explanations such as debt deflation and the financial
instability hypothesis. The latter two gained interest for being able to explain the subprime mortgage crisis and
financial crises. These may also broadly be classed as "supply-side" and "demand-side" explanations: This
debate has important policy consequences: This division is not absolute â€” some classicals including Say
argued for government policy to mitigate the damage of economic cycles, despite believing in external causes,
while Austrian School economists argue against government involvement as only worsening crises, despite
believing in internal causes. Until the Keynesian revolution in mainstream economics in the wake of the Great
Depression , classical and neoclassical explanations exogenous causes were the mainstream explanation of
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economic cycles; following the Keynesian revolution, neoclassical macroeconomics was largely rejected.
There has been some resurgence of neoclassical approaches in the form of real business cycle RBC theory.
The debate between Keynesians and neo-classical advocates was reawakened following the recession of
Mainstream economists working in the neoclassical tradition, as opposed to the Keynesian tradition, have
usually viewed the departures of the harmonic working of the market economy as due to exogenous
influences, such as the State or its regulations, labor unions, business monopolies, or shocks due to technology
or natural causes. Keynesian[ edit ] According to Keynesian economics , fluctuations in aggregate demand
cause the economy to come to short run equilibrium at levels that are different from the full employment rate
of output. These fluctuations express themselves as the observed business cycles. Keynesian models do not
necessarily imply periodic business cycles. However, simple Keynesian models involving the interaction of
the Keynesian multiplier and accelerator give rise to cyclical responses to initial shocks. The amplitude of the
variations in economic output depends on the level of the investment, for investment determines the level of
aggregate output multiplier , and is determined by aggregate demand accelerator. The fluctuations in wages
are almost the same as in the level of employment wage cycle lags one period behind the employment cycle ,
for when the economy is at high employment, workers are able to demand rises in wages, whereas in periods
of high unemployment, wages tend to fall. According to Goodwin, when unemployment and business profits
rise, the output rises. Credit cycle and Debt deflation One alternative theory is that the primary cause of
economic cycles is due to the credit cycle: In particular, the bursting of speculative bubbles is seen as the
proximate cause of depressions, and this theory places finance and banks at the center of the business cycle. A
primary theory in this vein is the debt deflation theory of Irving Fisher , which he proposed to explain the
Great Depression. A more recent complementary theory is the Financial Instability Hypothesis of Hyman
Minsky , and the credit theory of economic cycles is often associated with Post-Keynesian economics such as
Steve Keen. Post-Keynesian economist Hyman Minsky has proposed an explanation of cycles founded on
fluctuations in credit, interest rates and financial frailty, called the Financial Instability Hypothesis. In an
expansion period, interest rates are low and companies easily borrow money from banks to invest. Banks are
not reluctant to grant them loans, because expanding economic activity allows business increasing cash flows
and therefore they will be able to easily pay back the loans. This process leads to firms becoming excessively
indebted, so that they stop investing, and the economy goes into recession. Real business cycle theory[ edit ]
Main article: Real Business Cycle theory Within mainstream economics, Keynesian views have been
challenged by real business cycle models in which fluctuations are due to technology shocks. This theory is
most associated with Finn E. Kydland and Edward C. Prescott , and more generally the Chicago school of
economics freshwater economics. They consider that economic crisis and fluctuations cannot stem from a
monetary shock, only from an external shock, such as an innovation. Vernon stated that some countries
specialize in the production and export of technologically new products, while others specialize in the
production of already known products. The most developed countries are able to invest large amounts of
money in the technological innovations and produce new products, thus obtaining a dynamic comparative
advantage over developing countries. Recent research by Georgiy Revyakin proves initial Vernon theory and
shows that economic cycles in developed countries overrun economic cycles in developing countries. In case
of Kondratiev waves such products correlate with fundamental discoveries implemented in production
inventions which form the technological paradigm: Simultaneous technological updates by all economic
agents as a result, cycle formation would be determined by highly competitive market conditions: Politically
based business cycle[ edit ] Another set of models tries to derive the business cycle from political decisions.
The partisan business cycle suggests that cycles result from the successive elections of administrations with
different policy regimes. Regime A adopts expansionary policies, resulting in growth and inflation, but is
voted out of office when inflation becomes unacceptably high. The replacement, Regime B, adopts
contractionary policies reducing inflation and growth, and the downwards swing of the cycle. It is voted out of
office when unemployment is too high, being replaced by Party A. The political business cycle is an
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alternative theory stating that when an administration of any hue is elected, it initially adopts a contractionary
policy to reduce inflation and gain a reputation for economic competence. It then adopts an expansionary
policy in the lead up to the next election, hoping to achieve simultaneously low inflation and unemployment
on election day. In recent years, proponents of the "electoral business cycle" theory[ who? Marxian
economics[ edit ] For Marx the economy based on production of commodities to be sold in the market is
intrinsically prone to crisis. In the heterodox Marxian view profit is the major engine of the market economy,
but business capital profitability has a tendency to fall that recurrently creates crises, in which mass
unemployment occurs, businesses fail, remaining capital is centralized and concentrated and profitability is
recovered. In the long run these crises tend to be more severe and the system will eventually fail. Henryk
Grossman [33] reviewed the debates and the counteracting tendencies and Paul Mattick subsequently
emphasized the basic differences between the Marxian and the Keynesian perspective: Goodwin formalised a
Marxist model of business cycles, known as the Goodwin Model in which recession was caused by increased
bargaining power of workers a result of high employment in boom periods pushing up the wage share of
national income, suppressing profits and leading to a breakdown in capital accumulation. Later theorists
applying variants of the Goodwin model have identified both short and long period profit-led growth and
distribution cycles in the United States, and elsewhere. Austrian business cycle theory Economists of the
heterodox Austrian School argue that business cycles are caused by excessive issuance of credit by banks in
fractional reserve banking systems. According to Austrian economists, excessive issuance of bank credit may
be exacerbated if central bank monetary policy sets interest rates too low, and the resulting expansion of the
money supply causes a "boom" in which resources are misallocated or "malinvested" because of artificially
low interest rates. Eventually, the boom cannot be sustained and is followed by a "bust" in which the
malinvestments are liquidated sold for less than their original cost and the money supply contracts.
Mainstream economists generally do not support Austrian school explanations for business cycles, on both
theoretical as well as real-world empirical grounds. Yield curve[ edit ] The slope of the yield curve is one of
the most powerful predictors of future economic growth, inflation, and recessions. A positively sloped yield
curve is often a harbinger of inflationary growth. Work by Arturo Estrella and Tobias Adrian has established
the predictive power of an inverted yield curve to signal a recession. Their models show that when the
difference between short-term interest rates they use 3-month T-bills and long-term interest rates year
Treasury bonds at the end of a federal reserve tightening cycle is negative or less than 93 basis points positive
that a rise in unemployment usually occurs. All the recessions in the US since up through have been preceded
by an inverted yield curve year vs 3-month. Over the same time frame, every occurrence of an inverted yield
curve has been followed by recession as declared by the NBER business cycle dating committee.
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One of the wisest and most clear-eyed economic thinkers offers a masterful narrative of the crisis and its
lessons. With bracing clarity, Blinder shows how the U. Some people think of the financial industry as a
sideshow with little relevance to the real economyâ€”where the jobs, factories, and shops are. But finance is
more like the circulatory system of the economic body: It took the crisis for the world to discover, to its
horror, just how truly interconnectedâ€”and fragileâ€”the global financial system is. Some observers argue
that large global forces were the major culprits of the crisis. Blinder disagrees, arguing that the problem started
in the U. The book begins in, of all places, Stockholm, Sweden, in the seventeenth century, where central
banking had its rocky birth, and then progresses through a brisk but dazzling tutorial on how the central
banker came to exert such vast influence over our world, from its troubled beginnings to the Age of
Greenspan, bringing the reader into the present with a marvelous handle on how these figures and institutions
became what they are â€” the possessors of extraordinary power over our collective fate. What they chose to
do with those powers is the heart of the story Irwin tells. Irwin covered the Fed and other central banks from
the earliest days of the crisis for the Washington Post, enjoying privileged access to leading central bankers
and people close to them. It is a landmark reckoning with central bankers and their power, with the great
financial crisis of our time, and with the history of the relationship between capitalism and the state.
Definitive, revelatory, and riveting, The Alchemists shows us where money comes fromâ€”and where it may
well be going. On greedy traders, clueless homeowners, or timid regulators? Or on foreign culprits in London,
Beijing, or Tehran? This surprising narrative goes back more than twenty years to reveal, in rich, anecdotal
detail, how Wall Street, the mortgage industry, and the government conspired to change the way Americans
bought their homes, creating a perfect storm. With new, sometimes startling details, and a surprising cast of
characters, they get for the first time to the real roots of the financial crisis. It was about basic human
psychology-from the poorest Florida home buyer to the richest CEO. From blind faith in ever-rising housing
prices to plummeting confidence in capital markets, "animal spirits" are driving financial events worldwide.
George Akerlof and Robert Shiller challenge the economic wisdom that got us into this mess, and put forward
a bold new vision that will transform economics and restore prosperity. They reassert the necessity of an
active government role in economic policymaking by recovering the idea of animal spirits, a term John
Maynard Keynes used to describe the gloom and despondence that led to the Great Depression and the
changing psychology that accompanied recovery. In rebuilding the case for a more robust, behaviorally
informed Keynesianism, they detail the most pervasive effects of animal spirits in contemporary economic
life--such as confidence and fear, bad faith, corruption, a concern for fairness, and the stories we tell ourselves
about our economic fortunes--and show how Reaganomics, Thatcherism, and the rational expectations
revolution failed to account for them. Animal Spiritsoffers a road map for reversing the financial misfortunes
besetting us today. Read it and learn how leaders can channel animal spirits--the powerful forces of human
psychology that are afoot in the world economy today. Bailout Nation offers one of the clearest looks at the
financial lenders, regulators, and politicians responsible for the financial crisis of Entertaining and
informative, this book clearly shows you how years of trying to control the economy with easy money has
finally caught up with the federal government and how its practice of repeatedly rescuing Wall Street has
come back to bite them. The definitive book on the financial crisis of Scathing, but fair, Bailout Nation is a
voice of reason in these uncertain economic times.
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It seems the most recent crisis and recovery has turned just about every single person into a guru on all things
to do with home buying and selling. I suppose part of it has to do with the fact that the massive housing bubble
that formed a decade ago swept the nation and was front page news. It also directly affected millions of
Americans, many who serially refinanced their mortgages , then found themselves underwater, then eventually
short sold, were foreclosed upon, or held on for the ride back up to new heights. Thanks to greater access to
information, folks are scouring Redfin and Zillow and coming up with theories about what that home should
sell for, or what they should have listed it for. Neighbors are getting upset when nearby listings are not to their
liking for one reason or another. What were they thinking?! All of this chatter portends some kind of new
bubble mentality in my mind, though it seems everyone is just basing their hypotheses on the most recent
housing bust, instead of perhaps considering a longer timeline. One could look at the recent run-up in home
prices as yet another bubble, just a few short years since home prices bottomed. After all, many housing
markets have now surged beyond their previous lofty levels seen a decade ago. And back then, everyone felt
home prices were completely out of control. So things might be getting a little murky, especially if you
consider the increase in prices over the past four or five years. If you believe in cycles Which seem to be
pretty evident in real estate We will see another crash at some point relatively soon The next one might happen
in All of this makes one wonder when the next housing market crash will take place. Home prices can only go
up for long before they drop again, right? Well, the answer to that age-old question might not be as elusive as
you think. The real estate market apparently moves in cycles that some economists think can be predicted to a
relatively high degree. This is happening now. That is followed by a hypersupply period where builders
overshoot the mark and wind up with too much new construction, at which point prices plummet and a
recession sets in. That means another eight years of appreciation, or at least no losses for the real estate market
as a whole. So even if you purchased a home recently and spent more than you would have liked, it could very
well look cheap relative to prices a few years down the line. The bad news is that the real estate market is
destined to stall again in just eight short years, meaning the upside is going to diminish quite a bit over the
next few years, especially in some markets that are already priced a little bit ahead of themselves. Colin
Robertson Before creating this blog, Colin worked as an account executive for a wholesale mortgage lender in
Los Angeles. He has been writing passionately about mortgages for 12 years.
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founding in to its role in the financial crisis, and the many near-death.

This stimulating page book includes sixteen chapters broken out by the following five parts: The Economic
Royalists and the Corporatist Conspiracy, 2. Why We Crashed, 3. The Great Crash, and 5. Out of the Ashes. A
professional and gifted author Hartmann is a master at engaging the public with a well- balanced narrative of
history, current events and foresight. The book has great format and flow. Hartmann is a great and passionate
thinker. His knowledge of history, and his ability to identify patterns is only matched by the skill to convey his
conclusions in a lucid, straightforward manner. Troubling, straight-forward eye-opening conclusions. I may be
off a few years plus or minus in my timing, but the realities of the economic fundamentals left to us by
thirty-three years of Reaganomics and deregulation have made it a certainty. Hartmann provides a compelling
case on who looted America over its history. He connects the dots, establishes the pattern and conveys his
thoughts in a lucid, direct manner. Consistent use of terms. Hartmann does a great job of defining new terms
and being consistent in their use. You will not only understand the terms fully as he applies them throughout
the book but it may even become part of your lexicon. Phrases like "the Great Forgetting" and "the Economic
Royalists" are now imbedded in my brain. So what was the Tea Act really about? It even gave the company a
tax refund on millions of pounds of tea that it was unable to sell and holding in inventory. A great job of
pointing out those elements in our society that threaten our representative democracy. We have government by
plutocracy--the rule of the rich for the rich by the rich," Moyers said on my television program. An expose of
those pushing and driving the agenda of the Economic Royalists. Corporate personhood is real, money is
speech, democracy is not sacred, and organized money should always have privilege over organized people.
The policies of the New Deal that held the Royalists in check and allowed a middle class to thrive. How
Reagan stole the Leisure Society. A new era, in which only the wealthiest among us got rich off a booming
economy, commenced. In fairness, Clinton does not go unscathed. Let us follow no such examples, nor
weakly believe that one generation is not as capable as another of taking care of itself. The rise of the
Kocktopus, find out what this is all about. The impact and background behind the Citizens United Supreme
Court decision. The scenarios confronting us due to the looming Crash of Interesting case studies, Germany
and China. In part five, Hartmann provides a path to redemption. We need to tip the scales of power away
from organized money and back to organized people. And the way to do that is to get rid of this whole idea of
corporate personhood. In defense of a Green Revolution. Hartmann does a great job of summarizing the
illness, providing the path to a cure but less so in the prevention department. Hartmann does wonders with
words but more graphs would have added value and provided readers with a visual tool. The one chart
provided shows clearly how compensation failed to match actual productivity. Some great scientific and
practical discoveries that are helpful to humanity do result from the Military Complex. Comprehensive Notes
section but a formal and separate Bibliography never hurts. In summary, I really enjoyed this book. Hartmann
exposes the underbelly of the impending economic crash and provides hope and ideas on how to recover from
it. Hartmann has a great grasp for what ills our society and provides insightful history and compelling
observations, my main concerned is how practical his guidance is. How can we mobilize the populace against
this well-funded force that manages to compel people to vote against their own interest in favor of the
Economic Royalists without having to hit rock bottom? And that is the question What has gone wrong with
our economy and our democracy, and how to fix it Vintage " by Robert B. Reich, and "The Great American
Stickup: A good book to have under your belt when confronting your drunk tea bag uncle at the holiday
get-together.
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Sign up for Take Action Now and get three actions in your inbox every week. You can read our Privacy Policy
here. Thank you for signing up. For more from The Nation, check out our latest issue. Support Progressive
Journalism The Nation is reader supported: Travel With The Nation Be the first to hear about Nation Travels
destinations, and explore the world with kindred spirits. Sign up for our Wine Club today. Did you know you
can support The Nation by drinking wine? This article originally appeared at TomDispatch. To stay on top of
important articles like these, sign up to receive the latest updates from TomDispatch. Back then, in the late s,
the Strip was the lasciviously long neon tongue a modest-sized city unfurled into the desert. Behind the
casinos lining Las Vegas Boulevard was the desert itselfâ€”pale, flat, stony ground with creosote bushes here
and there, a vast expanse of darkness, silence and spaciousness pressing in on the riotousness from all
directions. They say astronauts could see it from space. But the old Las Vegas celebrated deserts and the West:
Most of them were technically in Paradise, the unincorporated area outside the Las Vegas city limits. They
were vulgar, they were garish, and they were also a confident new American architecture, something
unprecedented, designed to be seen from cars on the Strip, named to celebrate the mythic desert and the
romanticized West and the Arabic east of casbahs and oases , though their architecture and lavish applications
of neon were futuristic in a Jetsons kind of way. Maybe that past begat that future; maybe covered wagons led
to outer spaceâ€”the final frontier, as Star Trek told us, with similar colonial possibilities. The iconography of
the casinos was about the here and now, drawing on the past but looking forward to what still felt like the
American century with decades to go. Sometime in the s that confidence in the country and in the future fell
apart and Americans began to genuflect to Europe againâ€”to a hackneyed, imagined past that conveyed
tradition, privilege and classiness of the kind that has a lot of upper-class aspiration to it. You can see it in the
metamorphosis of the casinos. Cowboys and Arabian Nights in the desert were over; the anywhere-but-here
era had arrived in a torrent of faux-Provence and pseudo-Tuscany. To draw in onlookers, a volcano erupted in
front of the casino at regular intervals with jets of water, red lights, and a roar. By , the Bellagioâ€”named
after the peninsular resort town on Lake Como, Italyâ€”had opened. It featured a small gallery of
multimillion-dollar art trophiesâ€”a Van Gogh! Think of it as a lake thrown up into the sky to disappear, over
and over. The new Las Vegas invites you to defy or deny outright the desert that the old Vegas celebrated, and
Paris, New York City and other fantasias have sprung from the ruins of the old attractions. Maybe it was the
shift from an earnest modernism, with its faith in the future, to a chameleon postmodernism; certainly, it
marks a shift from a rough populist vision to fantasies of aristocracy and elitism. Wynn blew up the iconic
Dunes on October 27, The jaunty outer-space-and-neon-themed Stardust was blown up in As structures,
these casinos were in their prime, but as concepts, they were out of fashion, and so they were disposable and
then disposed of. The implosions are popular YouTube videos. The implosions look like little homages to the
nuclear detonations that were visible from Las Vegas before the Limited Test Ban Treaty of sent the
radioactive explosions underground where they still sometimes rocked the city. Maybe what had failed in
America was what was failing in Las Vegas: About 70 percent of the water in Clark County goes to lawns,
parks and golf courses, to planting green in a place whose colors are warm and dusty, browns and greys and
rusty reds under the burning blue sky. Nearly 40 million people pass through Las Vegas and its satellites
annually, mostly inhabiting the , hotel rooms in the area, though second homes have increased. Transience
defines the place. The place is a vortex of material consumption, a mirage of habitability created by massive
imports from elsewhere. Food, water, building materials, people, and power, all arrive in trucks, trains, planes,
pipelines and over transmission lines. Transience might be the most salient marker of the place, along with
evanescence. One notable material item was produced here in the past, however: After the Challenger
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explosion in , supplies of the stuff backed up on-site, so that when the factory exploded in the impact was
equal to a one-kiloton nuclear bomb. Nuclear bombs were still exploded regularly in those days sixty miles
north of Las Vegas at the Nevada Test Site, but even the bombs were designed and made elsewhere. Nevada is
a place in which the only wars fought were skirmishes against its own native peopleâ€”the Paiutes, Shoshone,
Washoe and Goshutes. Pilots sit in rooms and decide whether to kill groups of people based on aerial video
footage; the drones are both flying cameras and killing machines. But then, for drone operators, the losses are
as low as the odds are bad. Maybe death, pleasure, security and risk are the products of this region. I
understood for the first time what gambling really means. There were various mining booms and busts in the
vicinity, but the gold deposits all were further north, in Goldfield and Tonopah and some of the little towns
whose ghosts now lie within the precincts of the Test Site. The Union Pacific railroad turned Vegas into a
maintenance depot for its lines, which brought a modest prosperity and some population growth. The town
withered again. Boulder Dam now Hoover Dam was the next thing to bring people to the region. Nevada
legalized gambling in and easy divorce around the same time: The Las Vegas region began to grow, doubling
its population over and over again, going from nearly nothing in to , in , , in , almost 1. Gambling, more
politely called gaming, became its principal economy, broadened into tourism and growth itself produced jobs
in construction. The region grew so fast a local mapmaker issued a new map monthly for delivery people
seeking addresses that had just come into being. I watched the Strip go, in little more than a decade, from that
neon line in the desert to the center of a metropolis that spread for perhaps ten miles on either side. The
various development projects, from humble apartments to gated communities, each made to enclose a cluster
of lives and to feed profit to someone somewhere else, seemed like a quilt of randomly developed patches:
Casino-era Las Vegas had always had two faces. Visitors came to take a chance at getting rich or going broke
at the slot machines and gaming tables and betting sites. Locals eventually made Las Vegas the last great
unionized city in the country, a place where, people liked to say, a hotel maid could own a home and send her
kids to college. It might have been hot and sprawling and a place where addiction to gambling, as well as
substances was rife, but it was a place where the modest dream of getting by and maybe even getting ahead on
honest work throve for a while, a place of security as well as risk. High-end construction pulled the housing
market upward. In the median housing price climbed by a remarkable They were gambling, though the one
thing you should learn in Las Vegas is that the house always wins. After the crash in , southern Nevada
became the foreclosure and unemployment capital of the nation. Clark County itself imploded for a while. It
has faltered toward recovery, but it still has the least stable housing market in America as of March , and 37
percent of Las Vegas properties are, in that ironic word, underwater. Maybe the region was the last frontier of
getting by. He both praised and excoriated the characteristics of frontier-dwellers, in terms that still sound like
Nevada: As has been indicated, the frontier is productive of individualism. Individualism in America has
allowed a laxity in regard to governmental affairs, which has rendered possible the spoils system and all the
manifest evils that follow from the lack of a highly developed civic spirit. In this connection may be noted also
the influence of frontier conditions in permitting lax business honor, inflated paper currency, and wild-cat
banking. The Frontier casino and hotel, opened in , was blown up in after surviving a seven-year strike in the s
by union workers who picketed out front continuously during that time. Something was supposed to be built in
its place, but pale, dusty ground now interrupts the series of fantasies that constitute the casinos of the Strip.
Imagine dressing up a weather-beaten old monk in various costumes: There was a long period when Las
Vegas was a discordant place in the United States, one where the rules elsewhere about propriety and
prudence were broken. Wall Street morphed into a great deregulated casino, buying and selling, among other
things, bundled mortgages whose solidity was unclear to anyone. And then it all turned out to be a house of
cards and the global economy collapsed, devastating countless lives. The house always wins; Wall Street rose
from the ruins, but many of the ordinary people of Las Vegas, among other places, did not. Their losses are
not the only reason the place has no easy future. Someday the arid West will have to come to terms with its
limits, as dissidents have been saying since the nineteenth century. Some places already have to a degree, or
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will not have to be reined in as hard, but Las Vegas will come crashingâ€”iscoming crashingâ€”to its
withered, desiccated knees. The heat is already brutal, with summer days of to degree Fahrenheit weather, and
it will get hotter. Water is nearly always the limiting factor of growth in the arid West, and Vegas drained its
own local supply long ago, then put a straw in the Colorado River and sucked hard, getting 90 percent of its
water from the river, or rather from Lake Mead, the reservoir penned in behind Hoover Damâ€”which is
running dry. Las Vegas has also been on a hunt for new water sources for the past twenty years. The preferred
scheme is to drain the beautiful rural and wild lands of eastern Nevada into a mile pipeline so that the golf
courses stay green and the showers keep running. They won the most recent round in court, though Goliath is
not giving up. Even so, someday Las Vegas will have to face, again, the fact that it is in the deep desert. In the
meantime, the place is currently building monuments to the fantasy of being anywhere and everywhere else.
From a little ways higher, you see the layout of the streets, like a fingerprint pressed into the landscape, the
whorls and cul-de-sacs of the curvilinear layouts beloved of developers. Lake Las Vegas is technically in
Henderson, a hamlet that obligingly adjusted its city limits to incorporate the new developments. Lake Las
Vegas is all the things that are contemporary Las Vegas: It is a place in which time lurches and stalls. Ground
was broken to create this planned development in , and its dam was begun in Water coming down the Las
Vegas Wash was sent through two underground conduits, each eight feet in diameter, beneath the reservoir.
The official timeline provided for the place is a history of luxury hotels and golf tournaments and
subdivisions. That casinos and hotels have gone broke, closed, been renamed and reopened, born again and
again and again, but dying repeatedly too, amid lawsuits, is not so evident, and the timeline stops in And also
with a lawsuit by creditors against developers, and resort property owners against lenders, because the whole
thing was a gamble, a hustle, the use of some arid land in Nevada by men far away to juggle money among
various parties and into their own pockets. You look at these pictures and see the reality of real estate, the
solidity of place, something as concrete as, well, concrete, but it was all numbers in accounts moved around by
distant men, all just another wager, as though these houses were just poker chips on the great gaming table of
the desert.
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But, as financial experts James Freeman and Vern McKinley reveal, the crisis was just one of many disasters Citi has
experienced since its founding more than two hundred years ago. In Borrowed Time, they reveal Citi's history of
instability and government support.

Is the same thing happening once again in ? For several years, the housing market has been one of the bright
spots for the U. Home prices, especially in the hottest markets on the east and west coasts, had been soaring.
But now that has completely changed, and home sellers are cutting prices at a pace that we have not seen since
the last recession. In case you are wondering, this is definitely a major red flag for the economy. Home sellers
are slashing prices at the highest rate in at least eight years, especially in the West, where the price gains were
hottest. It is quite interesting that prices are being cut fastest in the markets that were once the hottest, because
that is exactly what happened during the subprime mortgage meltdown in too. According to Redfin , more
than one out of every four homes for sale in America had a price drop within the most recent four week
periodâ€¦ In the four weeks ended Sept. That is the highest level since the company began tracking the metric
in Redfin defines a price drop as a reduction in the list price of more than 1 percent and less than 50 percent.
That is absolutely crazy. I have never even heard of a number anywhere close to that in a 30 day period. Of
course the reason why prices are being dropped is because homes are not selling. The supply of homes
available for sale is shooting up , and that is good news for buyers but really bad news for sellers. If a new
economic downturn results in large numbers of Americans losing their jobs, we are once again going to see
mortgage defaults rise to stunning heights. We live at a time when the middle class is shrinking and most
families are barely making it from month to month. The cost of living is steadily rising, but paychecks are not,
and that is resulting in a huge middle class squeeze. I really like how my good friend MN Gordon made this
point in his most recent article â€¦ The general burden of the American worker is the daily task of squaring the
difference between the booming economy reported by the government bureaus and the dreary economy
reported in their biweekly paychecks. There is sound reason to believe that this task, this burden of the
American worker, has been reduced to some sort of practical joke. An exhausting game of chase the wild
goose. Have workers really been sprinting in place this entire time? How did they end up in this ridiculous
situation? The dual impediments of fake money and regulatory madness apply exactions which cannot be
overcome. The economy, in other words, has been rigged. And unfortunately, things are likely to only go
downhill from here. The trade war is really starting to take a toll on the global economy, and it continues to
escalate. Back during the Great Depression we faced a similar scenario, and we would be wise to learn from
history. In a recent post , Robert Wenzel shared a quote from Dr. In a world staggering under a load of
international debt which could be carried only if countries under pressure could produce goods and export
them to their creditors, we, the great creditor nation of the world, with tariffs already far too high, raised our
tariffs again. The Hawley-Smoot Tariff Act of June was the crowning folly of the who period from to â€¦.
Protectionism ran wild all over the world. Markets were cut off. Trade lines were narrowed. Unemployment in
the export industries all over the world grew with great rapidity, and the prices of export commodities, notably
farm commodities in the United States, dropped with ominous rapidityâ€¦. The dangers of this measure were
so well understood in financial circles that, up to the very last, the New York financial district retained hope
the President Hoover would veto the tariff bill. But late on Sunday, June 15, it was announced that he would
sign the bill. This was headline news Monday morning. The stock market broke twelve points in the New
York Time averages that day and the industrials broke nearly twenty points. The market, not the President,
was right. Even though the stock market has been booming , everything else appears to indicate that the U. It
has been 10 years since the last one, and so many of the exact same signs that immediately preceded the last
one are starting to appear once again. Back in , home prices were absolutely soaring and it seemed like the
party would never end. But interest rates went up, home sales slowed down substantially, and eventually
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prices began to crash. Well, now the cycle is happening again. Home prices surged to unprecedented heights
in , and this was especially true in the hottest markets on the east and west coasts. But now interest rates are
going up and home sales are starting to slow down substantially. Purchases of new homes are at their slowest
pace in eight months. Inventory, which plunged for years, has begun to grow again as buyers move to the
sidelines, sapping the fuel for surging home values. Prices for existing homes climbed 6. Those are definitely
troubling figures, but perhaps even more disturbing is the fact that mortgage applications are way down right
now â€¦ Mortgage applications to purchase both new and existing homes have been falling steadily , and
mortgage rates are rising again. Single-family home construction also fell and was lower than June Of course
economic numbers always go up and down, and just because we have had a few bad months does not
necessarily mean that disaster is looming. But when you step back and take a broader perspective on the
housing market, it really does start to feel like early all over again. Just like last time, the slowdown is being
felt the most in the markets that were once the hottest. In southern California, home sales just fell to the lowest
level in four years â€¦ Southern California home sales hit the brakes in June, falling to the lowest reading for
the month in four years. Sales of both new and existing houses and condominiums dropped And as I
explained in a previous article , much of this drop is being fueled by a record decline in foreigners buying U.
Meanwhile, red flags are popping up on the east coast as well. New York foreclosure actions have skyrocketed
to an 11 year high , and many analysts expect them to go much higher. If you follow my economics website
on a regular basis, then you already know that I have been warning about a downturn in the housing market for
months. As the Federal Reserve has raised interest rates, it was only a matter of time before the housing
market really cooled off. And if the Federal Reserve keeps raising rates, we are going to see home prices
collapse, another massive foreclosure crisis, and enormous stress on our largest financial institutions. This is
one of the reasons why we must abolish the Federal Reserve. In recent months, central banks all over the
world have been tightening, and other global real estate markets are really starting to feel the pain as well. For
instance, home prices are really cooling off in Canada , and it appears that they are on the precipice of a
full-blown market crash. But just because a threat is delayed does not mean that it has been diminished. In
fact, the coming recession is probably going to be substantially worse than it would have been in or because of
the central bank manipulation that delayed it until this time. And the signs are all around us. Yes, we just got
good GDP data for the second quarter , but virtually everyone agrees that the number for the third quarter will
be significantly lower. And it would be foolish to ignore all of the harbingers that are emerging on an almost
daily basis now. Just recently, I explained that the U. It is only a matter of time before the next recession
begins, and it looks like it could be a really, really bad one. Politicians tend to get the credit or the blame for
how the economy is performing, but in reality it is an unelected, unaccountable panel of central bankers that is
running the show, and until something is done about the Fed our long-term economic problems will never be
fixed. For an extended analysis of this point, please see this article. In this piece, I am going to explain why
the Federal Reserve is currently setting the stage for a recession, a new housing crisis and a stock market
crash, and if those things happen unfortunately it will be Donald Trump that will primarily get the blame.
During the Obama years, the Federal Reserve pushed interest rates all the way to the floor, and this artificially
boosted the economy. In a recent article, Gail Tverberg explained how this worksâ€¦ With falling interest
rates, monthly payments can be lower, even if prices of homes and cars rise. Thus, more people can afford
homes and cars, and factories are less expensive to build. Asset prices, such as home prices and farm prices,
can rise because the reduced interest rate for debt makes them more affordable to more buyers. Assets that
people already own tend to inflate, making them feel richer. In fact, owners of assets such as homes can
borrow part of the increased equity, giving them more spendable income for other things. This is part of what
happened leading up to the financial crash of But the opposite is also true. When interest rates rise, borrowing
money becomes more expensive and economic activity slows down. For the Federal Reserve to raise interest
rates right now is absolutely insane. As Donald Trump has explained in detail , the U. So why in the world
would the Fed raise rates unless they wanted to hurt Donald Trump? Raising rates also threatens to bring on a
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new housing crisis. Interest rates were raised prior to the subprime mortgage meltdown in and , and now we
could see history repeat itself. When rates go higher, it becomes significantly more difficult for families to
afford mortgage payments â€¦ The rate on a year fixed mortgage reached its all-time low in November , at just
3. As of this week, it was 4. If that homeowner moved to a similarly-priced home but had a 5. Of course stock
investors do not like rising rates at all either. Stocks tend to rise in low rate environments such as we have had
for the past several years, and they tend to fall in high rate environments. No one knows when the crash will
come or what will cause it â€” and no one can. If stocks start to fall, how low could they ultimately go? Sandy
Jadeja, chief market strategist at Master Trading Strategies, claims several predicted stock market crashes to
his name â€” all of them called days, or even weeks, in advance. Most big stock market crashes tend to happen
in the fall, and that is what I portray in my novel , but the truth is that they can literally happen at any time. If
you have not seen my recent rant about how ridiculously overvalued stocks are at this moment in history, you
can find it right here.
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Like the excitement over Asia leading to a bubble and crash that delayed the actual emergence of the region, the
dotcom bubble set the tech industry back years.

March 11, to October 9, Where: Silicon Valley for the most part How Much: Back When the Internet Was
New Decades before the word " dotcom " slipped past our lips as the answer to all of our problems, the
internet was created by the U. Commercially the internet started to catch on in with an estimated 18 million
users. The rise in usage meant an untapped market - an international market. Soon, speculators were barely
able to control their excitement over the " new economy. Buzzwords like networking, new paradigm ,
information technologies, internet, consumer-driven navigation, tailored web experience and many more
examples of empty double-speak filled the media and investors with a rabid hunger for more. The IPOs of
internet companies emerged with ferocity and frequency, sweeping the nation up in euphoria. Investors were
blindly grabbing every new issue without even looking at a business plan to find out, for example, how long
the company would take before making a profit, if ever. The first shots through this bubble came from the
companies themselves: In the year , there were IPOs, most of which were internet and technology related. Of
those IPOs, doubled in price on the first day of trading. In the number of IPOs dwindled to 76, and none of
them doubled on the first day of trading. Adding to the froth around dotcom companies, there was a clear trend
of analysts being incredibly supportive despite a lack of anything but a back-of-the-napkin business models.
This trend was most pronounced in analysts that were attached to the underwriting banks and issuing firms.
When companies like Pets. As these cases multiplied, the dotcom bubble burst, turning into the dotcom crash.
Many argue that the dotcom boom and bust was a case of too much too fast. A lot of ridiculous companies
went under, but so did many companies that could have been viable in the right conditions. This purge set
back some technologies in Silicon Valley back decades in addition to destroying a lot of capital in failed IPOs.
Speculation Without a Pesky IPO Like the excitement over Asia leading to a bubble and crash that delayed the
actual emergence of the region, the dotcom bubble set the tech industry back years. Well, unless it is a social
media company. Or a sharing economy company. Or a player in virtual reality. Oh, and there is that other
bubble where private capital delays the IPO indefinitely , allowing the term Unicorn to enter the financial
lexicon.
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9: Busts follow booms â€“ The Final Wakeup Call
Other famous asset market booms and busts include the South Sea Company stock market crisis of , the great stock
market crash of , the dot-com.

Investment banks , which profited significantly from initial public offerings IPO , fueled speculation and
encouraged investment in technology. Even though the Nasdaq Composite rose People who received
employee stock options became instant paper millionaires when their companies executed IPOs; however,
most employees were barred from selling shares immediately due to lock-up periods. Spending tendencies of
dot-com companies[ edit ] Most dot-com companies incurred net operating losses as they spent heavily on
advertising and promotions to harness network effects to build market share or mind share as fast as possible,
using the mottos "get big fast" and "get large or get lost". These companies offered their services or products
for free or at a discount with the expectation that they could build enough brand awareness to charge profitable
rates for their services in the future. The "growth over profits" mentality and the aura of " new economy "
invincibility led some companies to engage in lavish spending on elaborate business facilities and luxury
vacations for employees. Upon the launch of a new product or website, a company would organize an
expensive event called a dot com party. In many areas, such as the Dulles Technology Corridor in Virginia,
governments funded technology infrastructure and created favorable business and tax law to encourage
companies to expand. The investments in infrastructure were far out of proportion to cash flow. These were
major factors that led to the telecoms crash. Early s recession Historical government interest rates in the
United States Around the turn of the millennium, spending on technology was volatile as companies prepared
for the Year problem , which, when the clocks changed to the year , actually had minimal impact. The merger
was the largest to date and was questioned by many analysts. Internet companies are running out of cash -fast", which predicted the imminent bankruptcy of many internet companies. That same day, Microstrategy
announced a revenue restatement due to aggressive accounting practices. Many people saw the legal actions as
bad for technology in general. Investors were forced to sell stocks ahead of Tax Day , the due date to pay taxes
on gains realized in the previous year. Many dot-com companies ran out of capital and went through
liquidation. Supporting industries, such as advertising and shipping, scaled back their operations as demand
for services fell. Securities and Exchange Commission levied large fines against investment firms including
Citigroup and Merrill Lynch for misleading investors. After suffering losses, retail investors transitioned their
investment portfolios to more cautious positions. University enrollment for computer-related degrees dropped
noticeably. Failed startups liquidated all of their computer equipment and office equipment such as Herman
Miller Aeron chairs. The information technology industry came to more closely resemble other sectors of the
economy, albeit with still a faster growth rate and higher valuations than other sectors. There are now many
information technology companies ranked at the top of the Fortune Meaning that you need some of this mania
to cause investors to open up their pocketbooks and finance the building of the railroads or the automobile or
aerospace industry or whatever. And in this case, much of the capital invested was lost, but also much of it
was invested in a very high throughput backbone for the Internet, and lots of software that works, and
databases and server structure. All that stuff has allowed what we have today, which has changed all our lives
Airspan Networks - A wireless firm; in July , its stock price doubled on its first day of trading as investors
focused on telecommunications companies instead of dot-com companies. It filed bankruptcy in May The site
is now defunct. It used controversial marketing campaigns including a Super Bowl ad in which fake gerbils
were shot out of a cannon. It went bankrupt in and stopped paying rebates. It went public as the bubble burst
and filed bankruptcy after executives were accused of looting a subsidiary. It was acquired by KB Toys ,
which later also filed bankruptcy. After trying unsuccessfully to sell the Excite portal during a sharp downturn
in online advertising, the company filed bankruptcy in September It was famous for having Whoopi Goldberg
as its spokesperson. At the time, it was the 5th largest internet service provider in the United States , with 3.
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CEO Stephan Paternot became a visible symbol of the excesses of dot-com millionaires and is famous for
saying "Got the girl. Healtheon - Founded by James H. HomeGrocer - A public online grocer that merged with
Webvan. Internet America - Its stock price doubled in a day in December despite no specific news about the
company. NorthPoint then filed bankruptcy. After lawsuits from both parties, Verizon and NorthPoint settled
out of court. The company failed less than a year later when it became apparent that its technologies were
fraudulent or misrepresented. Its founder had been a convicted felon who changed his name. Prodigy - An ISP
whose stock price doubled on its first day of trading. Razorfish - An internet advertising consultancy, its stock
doubled on its first day of trading in April It pioneered digital distribution deals as one of the first companies
to sign agreements with major music publishers. Think Tools â€” One of the most extreme symptoms of the
bubble in Europe, this company reached a market valuation of CHF 2. The company shut down in after failing
to execute.
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